
 

Russia may bring forward manned launch
after rocket failure
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Russia said Friday it was likely to bring forward the flight of a new
manned space mission to the International Space Station but postpone
the launch of a cargo ship after a rocket failure that forced two crew
members to make an emergency landing.

It was the first such incident in Russia's post-Soviet history—an
unprecedented setback for the country's space industry.
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Russian cosmonaut Aleksey Ovchinin and US astronaut Nick Hague
sped back to Earth when the Soyuz rocket failed shortly after launching
from Baikonur cosmodrome in Kazakhstan on Thursday.

The Soviet-designed Soyuz rocket is currently the world's only lifeline to
the International Space Station and the accident will affect the work of
the orbiting laboratory.

"We will try to bring forward the launch of a new crew," Sergei
Krikalyov, executive director of the Russian space agency, told
reporters.

He said the next unmanned cargo ship could go into space later than
planned.

The next Soyuz launch had been scheduled to take a new three-person
crew to the ISS on December 20 and a Progress cargo ship had been set
to blast off on October 31.

Leaving ISS unmanned?

Veteran cosmonaut Krikalyov said that "in theory" the ISS could remain
unmanned but added Russia would do "everything possible not to let this
happen."

A space walk planned for mid-November has also been cancelled, he
said. The crew had planned to examine a hole in a Russian spacecraft
docked at the orbiting station.

Thursday's aborted launch took place in the presence of NASA
Administrator Jim Bridenstine who was visiting Russia and Baikonur this
week.
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The incident was a huge embarrassment for Moscow, which has recently
touted plans to send cosmonauts to the Moon and Mars.

All manned launches have been suspended and a criminal probe has been
launched.

The Kremlin said experts were working to determine what caused the
rocket failure.

"It is impossible to draw any conclusions now," President Vladimir
Putin's spokesman Dmitry Peskov told reporters.

Ovchinin and Hague escaped unharmed and returned to the Star City
training centre outside Moscow on Friday.

"The Russian cosmonaut and American astronaut are feeling fine," the
Russian space agency said.

Roscosmos chief Dmitry Rogozin said the pair were likely to go into
space in the spring.

"The guys will fly for sure," Rogozin said on Twitter, posting a picture
of himself with smiling Ovchinin and Hague.

The crew on Thursday appeared to stay remarkably calm despite being
subjected to strong deceleration forces.

"That was a quick flight," Ovchinin said calmly during the emergency
landing.

Industry experts say the country's space industry has suffered so many
mishaps that a serious accident during a manned mission was simply a
matter of time.
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Russia has lost cargo spacecraft and numerous satellites in recent years.

'Breakup of Soyuz'

The failed launch earned scathing criticism from the usually pliant
Russian media.

"The breakup of the Soyuz," Kommersant broadsheet said in a frontpage
headline.

Nezavisimaya Gazeta daily wrote: "The space industry crashed in a
couple of minutes."

But observers also said the astronauts survived thanks to the reliability of
the Soviet-era rocket's rescue system, which returned them safely to
Earth despite the launch failure.

"As strange as it may seem, the accident at Baikonur only confirmed the
reliability of the Russian rocket," said opposition newspaper Novaya
Gazeta.

But it added that Russia's state space industry probably could not be
saved "in its current form."

Industry experts say Russia should follow in the footsteps of the United
States and Europe and develop commercial space launches.

In May, Putin tapped Rogozin to manage the space agency in a move
that analysts said spelled trouble for the sector.

Rogozin has complained of problems with NASA and has suggested that
a hole on the ISS could be the result of sabotage.
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There have been only two similar aborted manned space launches in the
history of the Soviet space programme.

In 1983, Vladimir Titov and Gennady Strekalov survived a fire during
launch in Kazakhstan.

In 1975, Oleg Makarov and Vasily Lazarev made a successful
emergency landing in the Altai mountains after problems during booster
separation.
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